Control of solvent use in medical devices by proton transfer reaction mass spectrometry and ion molecule reaction mass spectrometry.
A homemade proton transfer reaction mass spectrometer (PTR-MS) and a commercial ion molecule reaction mass spectrometer (IMR-MS) have been applied to detect volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the packaging bags of infusion sets made of polyvinylchloride (PVC) plastic. The most abundant characteristic ions in the PTR-MS and IMR-MS measurements are observed at m/z 99 and 98 respectively, which are the results of soft ionizations that a residual chemical undergoes the proton transfer reaction in PTR-MS and the charge transfer reaction in IMR-MS. On the basis of ionic intensity dependence on the reduced-field in the PTR-MS investigation, the residue can be unambiguously identified as cyclohexanone, a commonly used adhesive agent in PVC medical device manufacture. Quantitative measurement by PTR-MS shows that concentrations of cyclohexanone in the packages of two types of infusion sets are 11 and 20 ppm respectively. Due to fast response, absolute concentration detection, and high sensitivity, the PTR-MS and IMR-MS detection methods are proposed for the quality control of medical devices including the detection of illegal or excessive uses of chemical solvents like cyclohexanone.